
10 Life-Changing Household Cleaning Tips by
Aurore Lamanon - Get Your Home Sparkling!

Keeping our homes clean and tidy can sometimes feel like an endless task.
However, with these expert household cleaning tips by Aurore Lamanon, cleaning
will no longer be a daunting chore! Aurore Lamanon, a renowned cleaning expert
and author, has shared her top 10 most effective and transformative cleaning
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hacks that will make your home shine like never before. Read on to discover her
secrets!

1. Say Goodbye to Stubborn Stains with a DIY Natural Solution

Having trouble getting rid of that stubborn coffee stain on your carpet or the
grease stains on your stove? Aurore Lamanon recommends using a DIY natural
cleaning solution. Mix equal parts of vinegar and baking soda, apply it to the
stain, and let it sit for 15 minutes. Scrub gently and watch the stains disappear
like magic!
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2. Deodorize Your Fridge with Lemon

If your fridge has been smelling unpleasant lately, Aurore Lamanon suggests
using lemons to naturally deodorize it. Cut a lemon in half and place it on a plate
inside your fridge. The citrusy aroma will absorb any unpleasant odors, leaving
your fridge smelling fresh and clean.

3. Make Your Windows Sparkle with Vinegar

Are your windows covered in smudges and fingerprints? Aurore Lamanon
recommends a solution that will make your windows sparkle. Mix equal parts of
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water and vinegar in a spray bottle. Spray the solution onto your windows and
use a microfiber cloth to wipe away the dirt. Your windows will shine like never
before!

4. Remove Soap Scum from Shower Glass with Dryer Sheets

Cleaning soap scum off shower glass can be quite a challenge. Aurore Lamanon
suggests using dryer sheets to make the task easier. Simply wet a dryer sheet
and use it to scrub away the soap scum. The sheets have anti-static properties
that help loosen and remove the stubborn residue.

5. DIY All-Purpose Cleaner with Essential Oils

Tired of using harsh chemical cleaners in your home? Aurore Lamanon's all-
purpose cleaner is the perfect natural alternative. Mix equal parts of water and
white vinegar in a spray bottle and add a few drops of your favorite essential oil.
This homemade cleaner will leave your surfaces clean and smelling fantastic.

6. Remove Pet Hair Easily with Damp Rubber Gloves

If you have pets, you know how frustrating pet hair can be to remove from
furniture and carpets. Aurore Lamanon's hack involves using damp rubber
gloves. Put on the gloves, dampen them slightly, and run your hands over the
surfaces with pet hair. The hair will stick to the gloves, making it effortless to
collect and dispose of.

7. Revive Your Cutting Boards with Lemon and Salt

Over time, cutting boards can absorb odors and develop stains. Aurore Lamanon
has a fantastic solution to revive these kitchen essentials. Sprinkle coarse salt
onto your cutting board, cut a lemon in half, and use it to scrub the surface. Rinse
with water, and your cutting board will be clean and smell incredible!



8. Get Rid of Carpet Dents with Ice Cubes

If your furniture has left unsightly dents in your carpet, Aurore Lamanon's trick will
save the day. Place an ice cube on each dent and let it melt. Once it has melted,
use a spoon to fluff the carpet fibers gently. Your carpet will look as good as new!

9. Make Your Dishwasher Shine with Vinegar and Baking Soda

To keep your dishwasher running efficiently, Aurore Lamanon suggests a simple
cleaning routine. Place a cup of vinegar on the top rack, sprinkle some baking
soda on the bottom, and run a regular cycle without any dishes. This will remove
any odors, stains, and built-up residue, leaving your dishwasher sparkling clean.

10. Keep Your Mattress Fresh with Baking Soda

Over time, mattresses can develop odors and harbor allergens. Aurore Lamanon
recommends using baking soda to freshen up your mattress. Sprinkle baking
soda generously over the mattress surface, let it sit for a few hours, and vacuum
it thoroughly. Your mattress will be odor-free and cleaner than ever!

By incorporating these brilliant household cleaning tips by Aurore Lamanon into
your routine, you can transform your home into a sparkling oasis. Say goodbye to
dirt, stains, and unpleasant odors. With Aurore Lamanon's expertise, cleaning
has never been so easy and rewarding!

So, what are you waiting for? Get started on your cleaning journey with these
amazing tips and witness the magic unfold in your own home!
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"Get All The Support And Guidance You Need To Permanently Get Your
Househole Under Control !"

This Book Is One Of The Most Valuable Resources In The World When It Comes
To Ways To Take Care Of Those Household Chores!

Keep reading to get the help you need…

Dear Friend,

Setting up a home together often takes more out a couple than any other task.
This is mainly due to the fact that these are a lot of new adjustments that should
be made in order for the couple to function and cohabitate in peace and harmony
as much as possible.

Does it seem like you’ve tried everything in your power to control this issue, and
yet, despite your best intentions, you’re still plagued with:

• Not knowing how to get started with a chores list
• Not understanding even where to start with a plan to divide the chores
• Not knowing ehy this is even important
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If this describes you, then you are in the right place...

First, you are NOT alone! It may seem like it sometimes, but having an issue with
household chores is far more common than you’d think.

I ought to know, because I’ve helped lots of people with the exact same
problem...

In Order To Have A Peaceful Household There Are Thinfs You Must Understand
About The Chores!"

This is one area you must pay attention to…
There are several different areas that would need some attention when it comes
to household basics. One the most important elements would be the adjustment
to the individual’s personal space will either no longer exist or it will be curtailed
considerably. This will certainly require a lot of consideration on both parties to
ensure this loss is well received and workable.

And that's only one issue...

Household basics should also include the sharing of all chores and upkeep of the
living space. This is another very important area that should be given due
consideration and in all probability the male counterpart is not really capable or
interested in the upkeep of the living space and is quite happy to leave this area
to the management of the female within the relationship.

And the worst part? The more you blame yourself, the harder it is to CHANGE!

Make no mistake about it...

"The Costs of NOT Taking Charge Of This Issue Are Just Too High!"



Your lack of understanding in this area may not be your fault, but that doesn’t
mean that you shouldn’t -- or can’t -- do anything to STOP it!

The costs of continuing to repeat this pattern are just too steep...

I mean, think about all of the money you’re wasting because of how this issue can
cost your relationship... the time you’re losing due to arguing about this is also
time-consuming...

So tight here we’re going to help you STOP the blame game, and learn how you
can quickly and easily get your household chores under control... for GOOD!
That is why I've written this book...

"This Book Below Will Show You Exactly What What You Need To Do To Get A
Handle On The Things That Need To Be Done In Your Home!"

As a person just like you who has struggled with getting my household in order, I
have searched high and low to find the best strategies to fix this problem and I
am fully qualified and equipped to help you put an end to the the issues that
come with chores in the house!

Without a proper household plan in place, the couple may find themselves having
the deal with an endless amount of household duties every spare moment they
have. This would definitely eventually cause resentment for both of them as most
normal people would like to relax and do things that they enjoy during the rest
days, rather than tackle household chores.

Are you ready?

This powerful tool will provide you with everything you need to know to be a
success and achieve your goal of getting your house in order.



With this product, and it’s great information on beating lack of motivation it will
walk you, step by step, through the exact process we developed to help people
put an end to this issue.

Who Can Use This Book?

- Internet marketers
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Keeping our homes clean and tidy can sometimes feel like an endless
task. However, with these expert household cleaning tips by Aurore
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